ABSTRACT

Cloud computing promises scalable hosting by offering an elastic management of virtual machines which run on top of hardware data centers. This elastic management as a cornerstone of PaaS (Platform As A Service) has to deal with trade-offs between conflicting requirements such as cost and quality of service. Solving such trade-offs is a challenging problem. Indeed, most of PaaS providers consider only one optimization axis or ad-hoc multi-objective resolution techniques using domain specific heuristics.

This paper aims at proposing a generic approach to build cloud optimization by combining modeling and search based paradigms. Our approach is two-fold: 1) To reason about a cloud environment, we use a Models@run.time approach to have an abstraction layer of a cloud configuration that supports monitoring capabilities and represents cloud intrinsic parameters like cost, load information, etc.. 2) We use a search-based algorithm to navigate through cloud candidate configuration solutions in order to solve the Cloud Multi-objective Optimization Problem (CMOP).

We validate our approach based on a case study that we define with our cloud provider partner EBRC 1 as representative of a dynamic management problem of heterogeneous distributed cloud nodes. We implement a prototype of our PaaS supervision framework using Kevoree, a Models@run.time platform. The prototype shows the efficiency of our approach in terms of finding possible cloud configurations in reasonable time. The prototype is flexible since it enables an easy reconfiguration of the cloud customer optimization objectives.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A cloud infrastructure is a set of physical machines which are clustered in geographically distributed data centers. Virtual machines (VMs) can be started or stopped on those physical machines to host software that is delivered as a service. VM management is an orthogonality constrained problem: Cloud customers aim at minimizing cost by consolidating software elements on VMs and reducing active VMs, at the same time, to achieve software isolation or fault tolerance they tend to replicate software on different VMs and thus have to increase the number of their active VMs. This local optimization that can be provided by a cloud provider to a cloud customer is typically one of the major components of a platform as a service (PaaS) hosting. Current cloud platforms usually focus on one dimensional optimization. For instance, RedHat OpenShift 2 PaaS provides a rule-based engine to deal with horizontal computational power and disk space scalability by starting and stopping gears (computation nodes). In this engine, rules are uncorrelated and represent independent mono-objective optimization axis. In addition, such rule-based engine is not suitable to handle non deterministic choices such as selecting one action in case of several available gears types that can achieve horizontal scalability.

1http://www.ebrc.com/

2https://www.openshift.com/wiki/architecture-overview#_3._Horizontal_scaling_Beta
This paper tackles cloud multidimensional and orthogonal optimization. Our goal is to provide a supervision approach supported by a decision making tool that can be reconfigured according to evolving customer optimization objectives. In the presence of conflicting objectives, our approach aims at calculating an optimal cloud configuration, given a set of resources that are dedicated to a cloud customer.

In a nutshell, our approach focuses on generating a customer optimized PaaS layer. We model a cloud supervised infrastructure using Kevoree, a models@run.time [24] platform that simulates possible space of cloud reconfigurations and adaptations. This enables to reason at the abstract level, on a dynamically updated model of a cloud configuration, and then propagate the configuration changes at the different technical layers. We model the cloud management problem as a multi-objective search problem where customers requirements are captured through SLA (Service Level Agreements) [25]. We use genetic algorithms applied on a given system configuration snapshot, to resolve the Cloud Infrastructure Management Multi-objective Optimization Problem (CMOP), by dynamically choosing optimal configurations among the space of possible cloud configurations alternatives. We validate our approach through a use case defined with our partner EBRC.

The use case relies on heterogeneous cloud infrastructure (different categories of virtual machines). In this use case, we address two research questions. 1) The first research question aims at showing the ability to reconfigure a cloud infrastructure at runtime in the presence of conflicting objectives. In this research question, we have explored the feasibility of our optimization approach at the level of the architectural model that we have built using the models@Runtime platform Kevoree. 2) The second research question is related to the performance of our approach with regards to the customer infrastructure scalability.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the key concepts related to this paper. Section 3 describes the approach that we have used to solve the multi-objective problem. Section 4 details the experiments that we have run to validate our approach. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusion and future work.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND MODELING

This section defines the Cloud Infrastructure Management Multi-objective Optimization Problem (CMOP) and motivates the use of Models@run.time for cloud abstraction.

2.1 CMOP Description

A cloud infrastructure environment can be strongly abstracted as a set of Physical Machines (PMs) hosting Virtual Machines (VMs). Cloud customers benefit from virtualization technology to host their data/applications according to Service Level Agreements (SLA) [27] which provide the key terms of a contract to regulate a service between a cloud customer and a cloud provider. Cloud environments are dynamic environments in which customers and providers are expressing evolving requirements towards cost saving, QoS evolution, etc... PaaS providers mostly manage VM allocation (i.e. by starting VMs or shutting them down) to regulate the quality of service of customers services.

In this work, we explore optimization from cloud customers perspective. A cloud customer has to adapt to evolving needs that might be conflicting. Given a cloud customer infrastructure which consists in a dedicated set of allocated physical resources, we aim at developing a decision support that takes as input SLA objectives and a snapshot of a cloud configuration and provides decision capabilities to place software components in VMs in the objective to maintain compliance with SLA requirements and to adjust costs to specific customers needs. We believe that having a business model that handles in a fine-grained way customers deployment costs in an elastic cloud is one of the main push factors towards cloud technology. The fine-grained customer cloud management that we propose in this paper, allows cloud customers to reconfigure their optimization objectives and to adjust their resources provisioning to deployment costs.

2.2 CMOP Inputs

VM placement is an active research area [10] that illustrates the trade-offs that should be taken into consideration to manage a cloud infrastructure. As an illustrative example, to reduce costs, customers have to consolidate (VMs) that have to be started on the physical machines. However at the same time, they have to host the loads of different end users on different VMs to achieve isolation.

VMs heterogeneity in terms of deployment costs or in terms of hosting geographical location adds more complexity to VM management problem and motivates the need to have well-defined reasoning techniques for VM allocation.

In this paper, we consider scenarios that present an actual interest to EBRC, a cloud provider in Luxembourg, which offers a complete range of tailored services in hosting and managing a cloud infrastructure. EBRC is interested in improving the supervision of its customers environments. In this paper, we explore resolution strategies to deploy an optimized cloud environment for EBRC customers. Customers expectations are commonly captured through SLA (Service Level Agreements) which consist in defined terms in the form of a contract between a service consumer and a service provider. As defined in the SLA Handbook [4]: “It is the Service Level Agreement that defines the availability, reliability and performance quality of delivered telecommunication services and networks”.

Most SLA introduced in the literature have focused on the aspects related to performance and have not investigated the aspects related to security. In this work, we consider the isolation property in the context of a single customer infrastructure. Depending on the confidentiality of their data, we consider that customers are able to express some constraints related to the isolation of their workloads/data in the cloud environment. For example, a customer may require that his applications/data are hosted in dedicated VMs.

In this work, we also consider cost reduction as an optimization objective. Next section shows how we model the different customer objectives through multi-objective fitness functions.

2.3 Models@run.time for Cloud Abstraction

As shown in Figure 1, PaaS customers use cloud infrastructure resources to host applications and data that can be accessed by end users. (1) A need for customers local cloud optimization is triggered by some application increasing workload, a change in security requirements or to new energy reduction objectives. (2) To achieve local optimization, the cloud customer recurs to our framework to trigger a VM reconfiguration at the level of his own infrastructure. The request is interpreted at the PaaS level so that VM placement can be taken into account at the level of physical machines. Our framework aims at reconfiguring a cloud infrastructure, at a given time, to find an optimal configuration given the presence of several conflicting constraints. The framework is based on a genetic algorithm to solve CMOP that has been simulated in a Models@run.time [5] platform. We recur to Models@run.time tech-
Genetic Algorithms \[14\] belong to search-based evolutionary approaches such as meta-heuristics and evolutionary algorithms \[7\]. The usage has been motivated in \[16\]. This usage has been supported by the flexibility of search based approaches in the domain of cloud engineering, particularly in multi-objective optimization problems. The application of search based approaches to software testing problems \[3\] \[1\] \[2\]. A supervision problem formulated by SaaS cloud providers can contribute to the problem solution.

3. PROBLEM RESOLUTION

A supervision problem formulated by SaaS cloud providers can be stated as follows: “Given a dedicated set of virtual machines allocated by a PaaS provider, how to optimize software placement in VMs to reduce costs and to maintain compliance with SLA requirements”. We have opted for a search-based approach to study the effectiveness of the supervision framework. Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE) research \[15\] has been widely explored in the last decades in several problems in software engineering and particularly in multi-objective optimization problems. The applicability of search based approaches in the domain of cloud engineering has been motivated in \[16\]. This usage has been supported by techniques such as meta-heuristics and evolutionary algorithms \[7\]. Genetic Algorithms \[14\] belong to search-based evolutionary approaches that are commonly applied for multi-objective optimization problem resolution. Genetic algorithms maintain a pool of solutions, called a population, which evolve from one generation to another. The selection of best individuals that serve for producing a new generation is based on a fitness function evaluation that evaluates solutions to determine the ones that should be selected in the next generation of solutions to better achieve an objective. In each generation, the genetic algorithm constructs a new population using genetic operators. The population is normally randomly initialized. As the search evolves, the population includes fitter and fitter solutions, and eventually it converges. Genetic algorithms have proven to be efficient in several areas of software engineering such as software testing problems \[3\] \[1\] \[2\].

3.1 CMOP Modeling as a Search-based Problem

In this paper, we use genetic algorithms to resolve cloud supervision problem. Formally, we define CMOP by the following triplet \((I,F,CO)\) such that:

1. \(I\) denotes a cloud infrastructure model. A cloud infrastructure model \(I\) is an abstraction of a set of VM. Each VM hosts a software components \(C\) \[17\].
2. \(F\) is a vector of objective functions \(F(X) = (f_1(x), f_2(x), \ldots, f_m(X))\), that have to be minimized.
3. \(CO\) denotes a set of possible configurations in \(I\) that satisfy \(F\). A configuration \(co \in CO\) is obtained through a mapping function that maps the components \(C\) to \(VMs\). A configuration \(co\) is represented like the following: 
   
   \[ \text{cost}(VM_1(c_1, c_2), \ldots, VM_3(c_1, c_2)) \]

We model the key elements in our genetic algorithm as follows:

- **Individual**: A solution vector \(x \in X\) that corresponds to a cloud infrastructure model.
- **Genes**: A gene corresponds to a component in our context.
- **Population**: A population corresponds to a set of cloud infrastructure models.
- **Genetic operator**: Two types of genetic operators are used in genetic algorithms to maintain genetic diversity: (1) The mutation operator operates on one individual (unary operator), (2) The crossover operator combines two existing solutions into new ones (binary operation on two solutions that results in new solutions). In this paper we do not consider crossover and the evolution is based on mutation operators only.
- **Fitness Function**: The fitness function is required to assign a value to each individual that reflects its potential ability to contribute to the problem solution.

3.2 Fitness Functions Definition

The vector \(F(X)\) is composed of the following 5 objective functions:

1. \(f_1(x) = \text{Cost}(x)\) where \(\text{Cost}(x)\) is calculated based on Amazon pricing model\(^3\).
2. \(f_2(x) = \text{Security}(x)\) where \(x = (C)\), \(\text{security}(x)\) defines the security level (classification or clearance) associated with a component \[20\]. If a component with a security level 4 shares a VM with a component with a security level 2, then a security violation of degree 2 is reported, if the component shares a VM with a component with a security level 1, then a security violation of degree 3 is reported.

\(^3\)http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/
3. \( f_3(x) = \text{Completeness}(x) \) where \( x = \{C_1, \ldots, C_n\} \) denote the software components that have to be placed in a cloud infrastructure. The output value of \( f_3(x) \) is 100 if no component is placed and 0 if all \( C_1, \ldots, C_n \) are placed.

4. \( f_4(x) = \text{Overload}(x) \) where \( x = \{\{C\}\} \). Overload(\( C \)) defines the gap between the required and the observed \% of virtual CPU for each software element.

5. \( f_5(x) = \text{SLA Performance}(x) \) where \( x = \{\{C\}\} \) defines the required CPU for every component as stated in the SLA.

3.3 CMOP Algorithm

Table 1 presents our set of mutation operators \( O \).

CMOP is based on NSGA-II which is a non-dominated genetic algorithm that is based on the concept of dominance-based selection [9]. At each generation, the algorithm identifies non-dominating solutions. The algorithm is characterized by a crowding distance that calculates a distance measure for an individual and its neighbors. This distance is used as a diversity measure within populations. Solutions selection is thus preformed by fitness values evaluation and by the crowding distance. In the validation section, we compare two variants of CMOP to assess their effects on the algorithm convergence. The two CMOP variants differ in their fitness function:

1. An \( \epsilon \)-dominance (CMOP-epsilon Dominance) [21] that evaluates populations based on the values of fitness functions and the crowding distance [18].

2. A composite fitness that is the average of objectives scores: The mean value of \( f_1(x) \) to \( f_5(x) \) scores (CMOP-composite) [26].

Algorithm 1 describes the CMOP-epsilon Dominance.

Algorithm 1 <CMOP Algorithm>

Input: (Population-Size int, Generation-Number int)
Generate an initial population \( P \)
Evaluate \( f_i(x) \) on all cloud configuration \( co \in CO \) {\{Individuals ranking based on the objectives functions evaluation\}}
Order \( co \in CO \) according to \( f_i(x) \) scores
Create an Archive \( A \) {\{A contains \( \epsilon \)-non dominated solutions \( co \in CO \) of \( P \)\}}
while Stopping Criterion is not reached do
Select solutions from \( A \) and \( P \)
Apply randomly a set of mutation operators \( O \) on \( P \) to get \( P_{\text{new}} \)
Evaluate \( P_{\text{new}} \) against \( P \) and \( A \) to select solutions \( co \in CO \)
end while

4. VALIDATION

To show the effectiveness of our approach, we have implemented CMOP (with and without epsilon dominance pareto front selection) on Kevoree platform and we have compared it to random and mono-objective solutions. The validation of our approach is related to the scenarios of interest for EBRC provider and focuses on the following research questions:

- \( RQ_1 \): Comparison of mono-objective vs. multi-objective optimization. What is the benefit of using multi-objective optimization, such a CMOP-epsilon, compared to mono-objective one? How faster a good solution is found using a mono-objective algorithm compared to a multi-objective algorithm?

- \( RQ_2 \): Comparison of multi-objective algorithms in terms of objectives satisfaction and scalability. Which algorithm, among CMOP-epsilon Dominance, CMOP without Epsilon Dominance and Random, better satisfies the objectives while scaling to more complex cloud infrastructure model?

In the validation, our goal is to show the effectiveness of a search-based approach in finding possible solutions at the level of the architectural model and to show that such approach scales. Comparison with other multi-objective optimization approaches is beyond the scope of this paper. In our scenario, EBRC allocates to a customer \( X \) a cluster composed of 5 physical machines to host its on-line stock trading website that is composed of the following components: A database to store items, a load balancer, a database for payment, a database to manage users and a web Front-end. Virtual CPU assignment depends on the physical machines which are either Intel Xeon or ARM processors based. In this scenario, we explore the supervision problem by considering optimization at the level of a single customer infrastructure.

4.1 What is the benefit of using multi-objective optimization compared to mono-objective one? \( (RQ_1) \)

Nowadays, most cloud providers use mono-objective optimization for horizontal scaling. For instance RedHat OpenShift\(^4\) only considers the performance of a customer front-end, by an adaptation algorithm defined in the load balancer. In the same manner as RedHat OpenShift, Amazon\(^5\) defines trigger levels based on performance measures to start or stop virtual machines. Both approaches only consider one objective (i.e. the front-end performance) to achieve optimization at the level of cloud customer infrastructure and do not take into account other optimizing factors like isolation. The first experiment that we have conducted tries to evaluate the potential quality gain (e.g. optimization quality ) by considering all fitness functions during the optimization.

4.1.1 Setup

Here is the description of the cloud infrastructure model corresponding to the 5 physical machines that we deploy in Kevoree:

- 3 Low power consumption ARM based Infrastructure Node (8 Virtual Machine abstracted as child node where each node is 1GHz)
- 2 High power consumption Xeon based Infrastructure Node (8 Virtual Machine abstracted as child node where each node is 1GHz)

Table 2 defines some parameters that are relevant for the estimation of the fitness function:

- The required CPU (GHz) for every component
- The required security level for each component
- The CPU Load property which defines the required virtual CPU percentage for each component to run

Two algorithms for 10 initial populations are thus compared on this basic configuration:

- A mono-objective algorithm that minimizes SLA Performance fitness without taking into consideration other fitness functions.

\(^4\)https://www.openshift.com/wiki/architecture-overview#_3_horizontal_scaling_beta
\(^5\)http://aws.amazon.com/autoscaling/
Table 1: Mutation Operators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operators</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AddComponent(c,A)</td>
<td>Adds a component c in the the virtual machine A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RemoveComponent(c,A)</td>
<td>Removes a component c in the virtual machine A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveComponent(c,A,B)</td>
<td>Moves a component c from the virtual machine A to the virtual machine B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- A multi-objective CMOP-epsilon algorithm.

We have thus performed 20000 generations per run before selecting the best configuration and have used the techniques presented in Kevoree to increase the performance of our search based algorithm especially for the different operations defined in the previous section.

4.1.2 Results

For configurations found as solutions of the search-based problem, the value of the fitness vector for (Completeness, Consumption, Overload, Security, SLAPerformance) is illustrated in Table 3 and the evolution of the fitness scores of all objective functions given by CMOP are given in Figure 2. As already demonstrated by Frey et al [13], the multi-objective algorithm maximizes the satisfaction of the fitness functions through reaching a mean that is better compared to a mono-objective algorithm. However, it is interesting to notice that the 4 fitness functions reach a perfect score with the multi-objective search while only the SLA Performance reaches a perfect score for the mono-objective algorithm. The consumption fitness in both cases could not reach 0 because at least one machine must be started to host a software component, however we observe a significant consumption reduction while using the multi-objective algorithm. The mono-objective search (SLA Performance objective in our example) achieves the best score in 600 ms, CMOP-epsilon stabilizes a nearly optimal solution after 1700 ms and introduces then a time overhead compared to the mono-objective search. However the time overhead remains reasonable when running CMOP-epsilon, and presents a time duration value that is acceptable for a cloud infrastructure reconfiguration. This time overhead will be investigated in the next section.

4.2 Comparison of multi-objective algorithms (objectives satisfaction and scalability) (RQ2)

Several algorithmic techniques are able to explore search based problems and to resolve the multi-objective trade-offs. Firstly, our algorithm can leverage epsilon-dominance for pareto-front selection and can operate without the epsilon-dominance as well. Thus we explore in the current section two NSGA II variants. Secondly, cloud models can be created randomly and evaluated through fitness functions. In what follows, we explore the scalability issues of these different methods.

- 1) Scalability in width: How the quality of results is impacted by the size of the search domain? Does each solution continue to find qualitatively good results with the increase of the search domain?

- 2) Scalability in depth: How the size of the search domain impacts the convergence speed?

In all the experiments, we evaluate the results quality in terms of fitness scores. The execution time of our algorithms is only used to verify our compliance with the time constraints of our cloud case study.

4.2.1 Setup

To answer this research question, we use NSGA II with and without epsilon-dominance and random generation:

- The random generation of 500 solutions using our mutation operators. We consider the best random solutions (over 500 configurations).

- The multi-objective genetic algorithm with 1000 generations on 10 populations (thus 10000 generations) per run, before returning the best solution (over 1000).

- The same multi-objective genetic algorithm but without the boxed epsilon dominance selection. The genetic algorithm considers the mean value of all fitness functions.

In this experiment, we make the infrastructure scale as follows: RQ2 configuration (scale 1 : 5 infrastructure hosts), 3 times bigger scale (15 hosts), and so on with scale 4, 5, 8 and scale 12 (60 hosts). The random uses 500 generations while the genetic uses 1000 since it is slower, we then adapt random generation to normalize the resolution time. This normalization is necessary since we compare qualitatively results after the same search time for each algorithm.

4.2.2 Results

The results shown in Figure 3 correspond to scale 4 runs and compare the evolution of mean scores for the CMOP-epsilon Dominance [18], CMOP-without Epsilon Dominance and Random. They show the progress of the algorithms to satisfy the objectives. It appears that CMOP-without Epsilon Dominance performs better, which is not surprising since it performs evaluation without using a boxed dominance for solution comparison which makes it faster. However, CMOP-without Epsilon Dominance algorithm often converges to a solution that minimizes one or two objectives perfectly, but degrades the other (starvation of some objectives like the SLA requirements). Thus the CMOP-epsilon appears to be the best solution to avoid having some privileged objectives and to ensure an uniform optimization distribution. For the first scale, the comparison between the three algorithms demonstrates that the best scores are obtained without Epsilon Dominance, with the average of 5.21%, than with CMOP-with Epsilon Dominance algorithm with the average of 6.4%. Random search gives the worst fitness scores, since we achieve an average value of 18%. These experiments with these specific configurations reveal the feasibility of a bounded-in-time reasoning on an abstract representation of a cloud infrastructure. In terms of algorithms comparison, multi-objective optimization outperforms random algorithms. Finally, CMOP-without Epsilon Dominance achieves the best trade-off in terms of computation time, and objectives satisfaction, while it is shown that it is not optimal in terms of mean objectives values. The lesson learned from this experiment is that the scalability can be greatly improved by using an hybrid approach combining 2 steps of CMOP, one with and one without epsilon Dominance to firstly generate good solutions and secondly to refine them with the multi-objective epsilon dominance based-search.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Required CPU (GHz)</th>
<th>Security Level</th>
<th>CPU Load (VCPU %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ItemDB</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoadBalancer</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PaymentDB</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserDB</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebFrontend</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Services in the SLA Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Completeness</th>
<th>Consumption</th>
<th>Overload</th>
<th>Security</th>
<th>SLAPerformance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mono-objective</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-objective</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td><strong>43.47</strong></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Fitness Vector Values: Mono-objective vs Multi-objective (The values related to the Multi-objective row are better). The row mono-objective only considers SLAPerformance fitness while the row Multi-objective considers all fitness functions. It is worth to note that despite the SLAPerformance (in bold) presents a perfect score for both mono-objective and multi-objective algorithms, the multi-objective reaches better scores for security and global consumption.

Figure 2: Evolution of the fitness scores of all objective functions and the evolution of the average function (mean) (lower functions correspond to better scores). It is important to notice that in order to reach a global mean (shown in red), the search algorithm satisfies better some objectives to the detriment of others objectives in order to globally reduce the global mean. For instance the consumption at the T=20000ms needs to be increased in order to reduce the mean and customer SLA satisfaction. The consumption increase is explained by the algorithm that tries to find available solutions to host a software component.
vocated the interest of using model driven engineering to resolve CMOP and we have shown how models@run.time is used to provide infrastructure configuration as a multi-objective optimization problem. In this work, we have presented the optimization of cloud issues related to the design and the management of cloud infrastructure.

4.3 Threats to validity

In the present paper, there are many factors that represent a threat to the validity of the obtained results. Internal validity concerns the possible courses of bias of the experiments that were conducted. More precisely, those threats are related to the:

- Number of generations and populations selected at the initial setup.
- Stopping criterion that has been chosen.
- The modeling of fitness functions that have been chosen.

In future work, we intend to conduct experiments on a varied range of populations size. In the current work, the stopping criterion has been based on a timing constraint, we plan to consider other stopping criteria that are based on generation comparison. This comparison will be based on similarity criteria that we aim to define on architectural models. We also plan to consider different representations of fitness functions and to evaluate solutions quality through quality metrics [6]. External validity are related to the pertinence of the optimization axis that we have chosen and to the resolution strategies that have been used in this paper. Table 4 shows the average of all fitness functions for the three scales and for the different algorithms. Since the configuration combinations are larger, all algorithms tend to find better trade-offs when the scale of the problem increases.

5. RELATED WORK

The dynamic nature of cloud systems presents new challenging issues related to the design and the management of cloud infrastructure. In this work, we have presented the optimization of cloud infrastructure configuration as a multi-objective optimization problem and we have shown how models@run.time is used to provide an abstraction layer to resolve CMOP. In [8], the authors have advocated the interest of using model driven engineering to resolve the problem of multi-objective optimization in the cloud. They built an automated model that helps the extraction of available resources in the cloud as a first step to select optimal configurations. In this paper, we go a step forward and we advocate the use of models@run.time to consider different cloud configurations snapshots. In [13], the authors have tackled the problem of software migration in the cloud. They have identified the different criteria, named cloud deployment options (CDOs) to migrate software. They have shown that their simulation-based genetic algorithm CDOXplorer is able to find optimal solutions and thus to optimize CDOs. In [23], the authors have proposed a model for virtual machines allocation and distribution in the cloud environment, based on aspects of performance and budget. They aimed at enabling enough provisioning to finish applications within a desired deadline and at achieving VM consolidation to dispatch workloads so that the global cost is reduced. In our work, we consider problems that go beyond software migration and cost, to cover several cloud supervision aspects such as security. In [29], genetic algorithms have been used to optimize QoS attributes when deploying cloud configurations. Performance configuration has been assessed through queuing theory and history of mean arrival rates, however the authors have not mentioned how their approach can be applied to handle variable aspects in the cloud, like increasing workload. In [31], the authors have tackled a cloud optimization problem aiming at configuring cloud infrastructure for composite SaaS. The authors have used evolutionary algorithms to improve SaaS performance. Their resolution framework differs from our framework since it focuses more on SaaS specific features rather than virtualization environment characteristics.

In [22], the authors have proposed CloudOpt algorithm to optimize applications deployments in the cloud. CloudOpt relies on a combination of bin packing, mixed integer programming and performance models in order to take decisions for a scalable environment and conflicting goals. Compared to our approach, the authors have used integer programming to solve it.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have investigated supervision aspects by providing to the customer a decision making framework as a supporting tool to reconfigure his local cloud infrastructure. We have explored the effectiveness of search-based approaches to resolve a cloud multi-objective optimization problem. The framework has been implemented using Kevoree as a Models@run.time platform. The results have shown that the algorithm is able to find nearly optimal solutions in reasonable time, considered acceptable in the case of cloud dynamic reconfiguration. We are currently extending this work to handle the following aspects:

**Stopping criteria and improvements auto evaluation.** Defining a stopping criteria for a multi-objective problem is a tedious task. Currently we only consider time constraints or generations number as stopping criteria. We will use ε-box dominance as an indicator to detect the absence of improvements and as a stopping criterion. We also plan to define a stopping criterion based on a defined acceptable values that we will assign to our fitness functions.

**Fuzzy logic to express a fitness functions model.** Fitness score comparison can introduce a bias in the global optimization process. Even if we have normalized each fitness into a percentage value, the gain represented by each percentage is highly dependent on the fitness implementation. In a future work, we aim at limiting this bias using fuzzy logic techniques as they have been already
successfully used for multi-objective optimization [30].
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